**Calculator Recommendation:** Due to COVID-19 and sanitation concerns, we highly recommend students purchase their own calculators. The math department uses the TI-30XIIS calculator. There will not be classroom calculators available. Students will not be able to use calculators on their phones.

**Canvas Classroom:** Each math teacher has created a Canvas classroom to benefit students in case of absences or school soft closure. All assignments will be available on the Canvas website. When absent please log in to your teacher's Canvas classroom to find due dates, video notes, and assignments.

**Math Department Weighted Categories:**

Math department grades will be weighted as follows:
- Assessment 80%
- Practice 20%

Students will be required to show work on all assignments. If no work is shown, no credit will be given. **Showing your work means:**
- Show as many steps as your teacher showed in the example (your grade depends on it)
- Circle or box your answer

**Math Department Citizenship Policy:**

All math students will begin each quarter with a Satisfactory Citizenship Grade. Teachers will evaluate behavior and participation throughout the quarter based on the citizenship guidelines (see school-wide disclosure). Adjustments will be made accordingly.

**Math Department Late Work Policy**

- Assignments will be given on a daily basis.
- Because math concepts build on each other, it is expected that each assignment will be completed by the beginning of the next math class.
- All late work will be accepted until the Unit deadline, established by your teacher.

**Assessment Retakes**

In order to retake an assessment, the student must do the following:

- Have all unit assignments completed with a C grade or better.
- Complete the alternate test review or complete an assessment correction as per teacher instruction.
- All of the above must be completed within two weeks of the original test date.
Educational Movies

The Math Department may show the movies, “Hidden Figures”, "Queen of Katwe”, and/or “Stand and Deliver” which are rated PG. If you do not want your child to view these movies, please notify their math teacher by note or email.

End of Year Advancement Requirements

- 7 Math Honors 8 Math Honors 87% Test Average
  90% Homework Average
  Below Requirement: 8 Math

- 8 Math Honors (7th Grader) Sec Math 1 Honors 90% Test Average
  90% Homework Average
  Below Requirement: 8 Math Honors

- 8 Math Honors Sec Math 1H 87% Test Average
  90% Homework Average
  Below Requirement: Sec Math 1

- Sec Math 1 H (8th Grader) Sec Math 2 Honors 90% Test Average
  94% Homework Average
  Below Requirement: Sec Math 1H